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SEAMLESS FIT IN ANY KITCHEN

A PERFECT EVENING OUT. IN YOUR KITCHEN.

A PERFECT WINE EXPERIENCE

Optimal serving temperature for different types of wine: 5, 8, 11, 14 or 17°C.

COMPACT WINE STORAGE

Close at hand and fits up to five bottles, from long Riesling to large Champagne.

PERFECT FIT

Glass or custom front panels ensure a refined and coordinated finish to your kitchen.

DESIGNED TO STAND OUT

A WINE COOLER THAT FITS YOUR LIFESTYLE

Soft illumination elegantly showcases your wine bottles and adds a touch of luxury.

CONTROLLED STORING

Powerful and efficient compressor cooling technology and humidity-control tray.

AT-HOME SOMMELIER

You don’t need your own wine cellar to enjoy a perfect glass of wine. The Dometic DrawBar fits five bottles, including 

Champagne, so you’ll always have your favorites at hand.

You don’t need your own wine cellar to enjoy a glass of wine at its best, every time. The Dometic DrawBar fits five bottles, 

including Champagne, enough even for a larger dinner party. Five pre-set temperature settings ensure the optimal 

temperature for every type of wine. The cooler fits standard 60 cm wide kitchen cabinets, and its design can be customized to 

match your cabinets or other appliances. 

DrawBar 5C
9600049436

Compact wine cooler, 5 bottles, clear glass door

Elevate your kitchen with Dometic DrawBar – the perfect finishing touch. DrawBar blends seamlessly in any kitchen, cools five 

bottles, and ensures they are always ready to serve at the ideal temperature. Soft illumination adds a touch of luxury.

The Dometic DrawBar offers the functionality of a full-

size wine cellar in an elegant compact design. Fitting 

inside any kitchen cabinet with a 60 cm wide cavity, you 

can choose between glass or custom-designed front 

panels to complement your other kitchen design 

features and appliances. Soft interior illumination not 

only showcases your bottles, it also enhances the feeling 

of luxury when you open the drawer.

Re-creating the feeling of a perfect evening out in the comfort of your own kitchen means getting the details right. Like un-

corking a good wine and serving it at the optimal temperature, at just the right moment. The Dometic DrawBar blends 

elegantly into your kitchen and adds a unique finishing touch to your home. It’s an enticing detail that elevates every glass 

and turns it into a memorable experience.


